
Remedies for Early Marriage by Astrology

Delays in marriage are becoming an increasing concern for those awaiting marriage. The birth 
chart indicates a delayed or early marriage through the astrological combinations in the birth 

chart. Some planetary combinations indicate a delay in marriage, but if not handled properly in 
time, it can turn into no marriage yoga. In astrology, one can know the probability of delay or no 
marriage by looking at certain combinations in the birth chart. We advise meeting an astrologer 

and taking remedial measures before marriage delay turns into no marriage yoga.

https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/marriage-astrology/delay-in-marriage-reasons-solutions.php


Delay Or No Marriage Yoga in Astrology

In Vedic astrology, we can learn everything about someone’s marriage, married life, and spouse from the seventh house in 
the birth chart. The seventh house is the house of marriage. Depending upon the influence of benefic or malefic planets on 
it, we can estimate whether marriage will be early or delayed.
Generally, malefic influences like Mars, Saturn, Rahu, and Ketu delay marriage. 
Mars: Mars creates Manglik Dosha when present in the seventh house, which is detrimental to marital happiness. However, 
it can be corrected through astrological remedial measures and lifestyle correction.
Saturn: Saturn is a slow planet and creates obstructions and delays wherever it is placed. In the seventh house, it gives 
delay in marriage, but if it’s under major affliction or very weak, there can be no marriage either. Astrological remedies help 
mitigate Saturn’s negative effects in the seventh house.
Rahu: Rahu is a planet of illusions. Its presence in the seventh house raises a desire for a partner that practically doesn’t 
exist. For example, with Rahu in the seventh house, a person can long for an extremely beautiful wife who is perfect in all 
terms, but in reality it is difficult to find one, and sometimes such a partner doesn’t exist at all. This becomes the reason for 
delay in marriage and sometimes no marriage.
Ketu: Ketu can give spiritual tendencies that the person doesn’t wish to marry. An individual has no desire for marriage. In 
other cases, the person can go deeper into the personality traits that make everything seem negative to him. As we know, 
nobody is perfect, and when we dig deeper into a person or judge him based on personality traits, we tend to find 
imperfections and the person says no to marriage. This process continues, causing delays or no marriage.
Sun: The Sun, however, gives early marriage, but it also gives ego issues in marriage, which sometimes cause a breakup or 
separation.
If you see any of these malefic planets in the seventh house, you should consider that there will be a delay in your marriage, 
and there is a probability of it turning into no marriage yoga if other astrological factors support it. We advise taking a 
consultation for delayed marriage to take timely measures.

https://kundli-matching.com/birth-chart/
https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/marriage-astrology/manglik-mangal-dosha-remedies.php
https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/services/consultation/delay-in-marriage.php


How Does Delay In Marriage Turns Into No Marriage?

The influence of the malefic planets in the seventh house is the first indication of 
troubles in marriage. Now, it can be a delay in marriage or disharmony in 
marriage. The next thing that indicates the delay in marriage is the absence of a 
supportive Dasha. The person doesn’t get married if there is no supportive Dasha 
related to the seventh house. Dasha is important for carrying out important 
events in a person’s life.
If a supportive Dasha activates at a person’s marriageable age but keeps ignoring 
marriage proposals for other obligations like career or family, the planet’s effects 
will pass unnoticed, and the person won’t benefit at all. That’s why prioritizing 
marriage is necessary. Once the supportive Dasha passes, it becomes challenging 
to get married. Also, if the next supportive Dasha comes too early or late in life, it 
can be futile for marriage. So, taking advantage of the opportunity at the right time 
is crucial. You can seek astrological consultation to determine your good and bad 
times and take advantage of the positive ones.

https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/astrology-houses/seventh-house.php


Remedies For Early Marriage In Astrology

For effective remedies, it is necessary to understand the cause of delay 
perfectly. The remedy works if it is directly targeted at the root cause. Hit and 
trial don’t work; only an expert astrologer can explain the exact cause and treat 
that effectively. One can take an online report for delayed marriage by Dr Vinay 
Bajrangi that will explain the exact cause of the delay in your marriage and also 
the most effective remedy to get you the desired results. The same remedy 
doesn’t work for all, and depending upon the personal astrological 
combinations, I suggested a personalized remedy.
Dr Vinay Bajrangi also suggests karma rectification, which is the most 
effective way of removing the negative effects of the planets. Simple lifestyle 
alterations can bring miraculous results. The voice report for delays in 
marriage can give solutions to all your delays in marriage-related queries.
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